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Abstract

To safely and rationally participate in dense and heterogeneous traffic, autonomous vehi-
cles require to sufficiently analyze the motion patterns of surrounding traffic-agents and
accurately predict their future trajectories. This is challenging because the trajectories of
traffic-agents are not only influenced by the traffic-agents themselves but also by spatial
interaction with each other. Previous methods usually rely on the sequential step-by-step
processing of Long Short-Term Memory networks (LSTMs) and merely extract the inter-
actions between spatial neighbors for single type traffic-agents. We propose the Spatio-
Temporal Transformer Networks (S2TNet), which models the spatio-temporal interactions
by spatio-temporal Transformer and deals with the temporel sequences by temporal Trans-
former. We input additional category, shape and heading information into our networks
to handle the heterogeneity of traffic-agents. The proposed methods outperforms state-of-
the-art methods on ApolloScape Trajectory dataset by more than 7% on both the weighted
sum of Average and Final Displacement Error.

Keywords: Trajectory prediction, Transformer, Autonomous Driving.

1. Introduction

Autonomous driving is an innovative and advanced research field that can reduce the num-
ber of road fatalities, increase traffic efficiency, decrease environmental pollution and give
mobility to handicapped members of our society (Milakis et al. (2017)). In order to achieve
desired goals and avoid collisions of other agents, autonomous vehicles need to have the
ability to perceive the environment and make intelligent decisions. As a part of perception,
trajectory prediction can well reflect the future behaviors of surrounding agents and build
a bridge between perception and decision-making. However, complex temporal prediction
is inevitably accompanied by spatial agent-agent interactions at the same time, especially
in the dense and highly dynamic traffic composed of heterogeneous traffic-agents, including
pedestrians, cyclists, human drivers. The heterogeneity means that these traffic-agents have
diverse shapes, sizes, dynamics and behaviors. Moreover, a variety of potentially reason-
able spatial interactions between traffic-agents may occur, e.g. human drivers may overtake
another vehicle or slow down to follow other vehicles (Lefèvre et al. (2014)). Consequently,
trajectory prediction is a challenging task that plays an important role in autonomous
driving.
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Classical methods treat traffic-agents as individual entities without any spatial inter-
actions and abstract their motion as kinematic and dynamic models (Brännström et al.
(2010)), Gaussian Processes (Rasmussen (2003)) and etc., making it difficult to compre-
hend complex scenarios or accomplish long-term predictions. With the success in deep
neural networks, recent trajectory prediction methods mainly focus on using these net-
works to extract features on spatial and temporal dimensions (Alahi et al. (2016); Huang
et al. (2019); Ivanovic and Pavone (2019); Mohamed et al. (2020);). Long Short-Term
Memory networks (LSTMs) are widely used for modeling temporal features. The LSTMs
are based on consecutively processing sequences and storing the latent states to represent
knowledge about the motion of traffic-agents (Giuliari et al. (2021)). However, LSTM-based
methods remember the history with a single vector with limited memory and regularly have
difficulty in handling complex temporal dependencies (Vaswani et al. (2017)). After that,
pooling mechanism (Deo and Trivedi (2018)), attention mechanisms (Ivanovic and Pavone
(2019)) and graph convolution mechanisms (Li et al. (2019); Yu et al. (2020)) are used to
model the spatial interactions. The limitation of these methods is that they only model the
interactions of spatially proximal traffic-agents and ignore the influence by traffic-agents
beyond the given spatial limits. This assumption may work well when the speed of traffic-
agents is low, but lose efficacy with speed increasing. Besides, the majority of trajectory
prediction algorithms are developed for homogeneous traffic-agents in a single scene, which
corresponding to human pedestrians in crowds (Alahi et al. (2016)) or moving vehicles on
a highway (Deo and Trivedi (2018). These methods may have great limitation on dealing
with dense urban environments where heterogeneous traffic-agents coexist and interact with
each other.

In this paper, we address all these limitations by employing Spatio-Temporal Trans-
former Networks (S2TNet) for heterogeneous traffic-agents trajectory prediction. S2TNet
is proposed based on the vanilla Transformer architecture, which discards the sequential
nature of data and models features with only the effective self-attention mechanism. For
the spatial dimension, we propose spatial self-attention mechanism to capture the interac-
tions between all traffic-agents in the road network, not limited to the interactions between
spatial neighbors. For the temporal dimension, temporal convolution network (TCN) is
adopted to extract temporal dependencies of consecutive frame and combined with spatial
self-attention to form the spatio-temporal Transformer where a set of new spatio-temporal
features are obtained. Based on temporal self-attention mechanism, temporal Transformer
could refine the temporal features for each traffic-agent independently and produce the fu-
ture trajectories auto-regressively. In addition to history trajectories, we input additional
shape, heading, category features into our networks to handle the heterogeneity of traffic-
agents. Main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We put forward an innovative approach for heterogeneous traffic-agents trajectory
prediction, employing Transformer-based networks to accurately extract interaction
information both on the spatial and temporal dimensions.

• Spatio-temporal Transformer is designed creatively to merge spatial and temporal in-
formation from the history features of traffic-agents. After that, temporal Transformer
is utilized to enhance capturing temporal dependencies and output future trajectories
with specified length.
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• S2TNet outperforms prior methods on ApolloScape Trajectory dataset by 7.2% on the
weighted sum of Average Displacement Error (WSFDE) and 7.7% on the weighted
sum of Final Displacement Error (WSFDE)

2. Background

2.1. Problem Formulation

Trajectory prediction aims to accurately predict the future long-term trajectories of traffic-
agents, given their history trajectories and other information such as shapes and categories.

The input of S2TNet is
X = [x1, · · · ,xtobs ] (1)

where,
xi = {(xi0, yi0, li0, wi

0, θ
i
0, τ

i
0, · · · , xin, yin, lin, wi

n, θ
i
n, τ

i
n) | i ∈ (1 : tobs)} (2)

are the history feature vectors (including global coordinates x and y, lengths l, widths
w, headings θ and categories τ) of n traffic-agents being predicted in a road network. The
subscript n in (2) refers to all agents in general and varies with different scenes. We currently
take into account five types of traffic-agents c ∈ (1, 2, 3, 4, 5), representing small vehicles,
big vehicles, pedestrian, cyclist and others sequentially. We hold that additional features if
available to each traffic-agent could handle the heterogeneity of traffic-agents and improve
trajectory accuracy.

The output of S2TNet is
Y = [ytobs , · · · ,ytfut ] (3)

where,
yi = {(xi0, yi0, · · · , xin, yin) | i ∈ (tobs+1 : tfut)} (4)

are the future feature vectors including global coordinates x and y. It is noted that S2TNet
outputs future positions of all observed traffic-agents simultaneously other than merely
predicting the location of one specific traffic-agent.

With the objective to hierarchically represent the trajectory sequences, we construct
a spatio-temporal graph G = (V,E) on a trajectory sequence with N traffic-agents and
T frames featuring both intra-frame and inter-frame connection. In this graph, the node
set V = {xt

i | t ∈ (1, T ), i ∈ (1, N)} includes all the feature vectors of traffic-agents, and
E represents the set of edges connected between nodes. We utilize node and traffic-agent
equally in the following description. The edge set E consists of two subsets. The fist subsets
depicts the virtual spatial connection between traffic-agents in the same frame, denotes
as ES = {(xt

i,x
t
j) | i, j ∈ (1, N), t ∈ (1, T )}. The second subset contains the temporal

edges which connects the same traffic-agent in consecutive frames as ET = {(xt
i,xi

t1) | i ∈
(1, N), t, t1 ∈ (1, T )}.

2.2. Trajectory prediction networks overview

Trajectory prediction using RNNs Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) and their
variant structures such as LSTMs and Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) have made great
progress in trajectory prediction. As one of the earliest RNNs using in trajectory prediction,
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Social-LSTM (Alahi et al. (2016)) addresses interaction between neighborhood by defining
a spatial grid based pooling scheme to aggregate the recurrent outputs of all the agents
around the agent being predicted. However, this hand-crafted solution is inefficient and
fails to capture global context since cells in one grid are treated equally. CS-LSTM (Gupta
et al. (2018)) combines a novel pooling mechanism with generative adversarial networks to
tackle intrinsically multimodality of pedestrian trajectory. TrafficPredict (Ma et al. (2019))
utilizes LSTM to refine the similarities of motion pattern of instances into category features
for heterogeneous agent prediction. SR-LSTM (Zhang et al. (2019)) introduces a message
passing and selecting mechanism to capture the crucial current intention of the neighbors.
Trajectory prediction using hybrid networks Recently, the approaches of trajec-
tory prediction have been extended to hybrid networks by combining RNNs with Convolu-
tion Networks (CNNs), Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) or Graph Neural Networks
(GNNs). Traphic (Chandra et al. (2019)) introduces CNNs into pooling mechanism for
maneuver based trajectory prediction. Sophie (Sadeghian et al. (2019)) concatenates the
outputs of social and physical attention with the scene features extracted by a CNNs and
takes advantage of GAN to generate more realistic samples for the path prediction of mul-
tiple interacting agents. Social-BiGAT (Kosaraju et al. (2019)) captures the social interac-
tions information between pedestrians on the basis of graph attention networks. GRIP (Li
et al. (2019)) directly models traffic-agents history trajectories as a spatio-temporal graph
and forecasts future trajectories based on Spatio-Temporal Graph Convolutional Networks
(ST-GCNs).
Trajectory prediction using Transformers On account of Transformer’s (Vaswani
et al. (2017)) unique attention mechanism and superior performance in NLP, there is an
emerging interest in applying Transformer architectures to prediction tasks. Without con-
sidering any complicated interaction information, (Giuliari et al. (2021)) utilizes vanilla
Transformer for pedestrian trajectory forecasting and achieves plausible results. STAR
(Yu et al. (2020)) interleaves a variant of the graph convolution, named TGConv, and the
original Temporal Transformer for spatio-temporal interactions modeling. Inspired by the
parallel version of transformer used in (Carion et al. (2020)), mmTransformer (Liu et al.
(2021)) uses stacked transformers to aggregate multiple information and achieves multi-
modal prediction.

2.3. Self-attention in Transformer

The core of Transformer networks is their unique self-attention mechanism which is used
in parallel, while LSTMs only serially combine current word with the embedding of pre-
vious words which have been processed. The first step in calculating the self-attention of
Transformer is to learn three vectors separately, i.e. query qi ∈ Rdq , key ki ∈ Rdk and value
vi ∈ Rdv through trainable linear mapping from each embedding wi ∈ Re, i ∈ (1, n), where
n is the number of words being considered. After that, a score is calculated by the dot
product of a query and key, αij = qi ·kTj ,∀i, j ∈ (1, n), where superscript T is the transpose
of vector. Through the softmax function, all scores belonging to the same node are normal-
ized. Finally, the ith self-attention is obtained by multiplying each vj by normalized scores
αij and summing the weighted results.
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Figure 1: Overview of S2TNet. S2TNet leverages the encoders representation of history
features, i.e. x and y coordinates, length l, width w, heading θ and category τ ,
of all N traffic-agents in T frames, and the decoder to obtain the refined out-
put spatio-temporal features, and further generates future trajectories by passing
them to trajectory generator. The two encoders and one decoder contains a stack
of N = 6 identical layers respectively. The detailed Temporal Transformer can
be found in appendix A.

In practice, the attention function is computed on a set of words simultaneously. Three
vectors (q, k, v) of all words are individually packed together into three matrices (Q,K, V ).
The output of this process, named as scaled dot-product attention, can be written as:

Attention(Q,K,V) = softmax(
QKT

√
dk

)V (5)

where dk is the dimension of each query. The division by
√
dk is used to increase gradients

stability.
By adding multi-head attention mechanism, we can further improve the performance of

self-attention. It gives multiple representation sub-spaces for self-attention and enables the
model to jointly deal with information from varied sub-spaces at separate positions.

3. Proposed S2TNet Model

3.1. Overview of S2TNet Model

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the whole model can be viewed as an encoder-decoder architecture in
which spatio-temporal Transformer encoder, temporal Transformer encoder and temporal
Transformer decoder are aggregated hierarchically. For the sake of acquiring abundant
motion information, the history feature vectors of each traffic-agent are embedded onto a
higher dimensional space by means of a fully connected layer. Then, the spatial interactions
in intra-frame are captured by spatial self-attention and the temporal features of inter-
frame are obtained by TCN. Our model emphasizes the coupled spatio-temporal modeling
by interleaving the spatial self-attention and TCN in a single spatio-temporal Transformer
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Figure 2: Spatial and Temporal Self-Attention. (a) The spatial interactions of node 4 in
frame t is modeled. nti (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is the embeddings of node i. mt

4j (j =
1, 2, 3, 4) is the message passing from node j to 4. (b) The temporal correlations
between inter-frame are computed in temporal Transformer where the nodes are
independent of each other.

layer. In order to further capture the temporal dependencies on all history frames, we
perform post-processing of the input embeddings with the second temporal Transformer
encoder. Temporal Transformer decoder refines the output embeddings based on the spatio-
temporal features provided by encoders and the previously predicted output embeddings
produced by previously output coordinates. Finally, the trajectory generator outputs all
the traffic-agents future trajectories Y(tobs+1,tfut) simultaneously by decoding the output
embeddings.

3.2. Spatio-temporal Transformer

In order to handle the spatial interactions coupled with temporal continuity, we creatively
design a spatio-temporal Transformer encoder that captures spatial information through
a spatial self-attention sub-layer and extracts dependencies along the temporal dimension
through a TCN sub-layer. We interleave two sub-layers to merge the spatio-temporal fea-
tures.
Spatial Self-attention sub-layer From a different perspective of Transformer, the spa-
tial attention could be regard as spatial-edge in the spatio-temporal graph. We adopt
message passing mechanism on the spatial-edge to preform the suitable processing. For
each node i in the scene at time t, query qti ∈ Rdq , key kti ∈ Rdk and value vti ∈ Rdv is
computed by the linear projection from input embeddings hti ∈ RC :

qti = Wq · hti, kti = Wk · hti, vti = Wv · hti (6)

where Wq ∈ RC×dq ,Wk ∈ RC×dk ,Wv ∈ RC×dv . Attention score between node i and j ∈
(1, V ) is then obtained by applying scaled dot-product between qti and ktj , representing the
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spatial-edge massage mt
ij send from j to i, as depicted in Fig. 2(a).

mt
ij = qti · ktj

T
(7)

The messages sent from all j to i is normalized over the weights of spatial-edges and summed
to get a single attention head of node i, as in the following:

headti =
∑
j

softmax(
mt

ij√
dk

)vj (8)

By repeating this embedding extraction process h times, multi-head attention are concate-
nated and projected to output embeddings with an fully connected layer:

MultiHeadti = Wo · concat([headti0 , · · · , head
t
ih

]) (9)

Temporal Convolution sub-layer After spatial information is obtained, we impose
temporal convolution operation on the temporal-edge in the spatio-temporal graph to model
temporal dynamics within trajectory sequence. Given the input graph of shape (T,N,C),
where T is history frame, N is node number and C is the embeddings, we use a standard
2D convolution with the kernel size (K × 1) to force on processing along the temporal
dimension, as expressed in the following:

outputi = ConvK×1(MultiHeadti) (10)

As a Transformer structure, we regularly imply layer normalization (Ba et al. (2016))
after skip connection in the end of TCN sub-layer. That is, the output of sub-layer is
LayerNorm(x + Sublayer(x)). In this way, we have a well-defined operation on the con-
structed spatio-temporal graph.

3.3. Temporal Transformer

Temporal Transformer consists of an encoder and decoder. The capability of temporal
Transformer encoder is performed to better study the dynamics of each node independently
along the temporal dimension. The temporal Transformer decoder is used to refine the
output embeddings by encoder outputs and the previously predicted embeddings.
Encoder Temporal Transformer encoder layer is composed of temporal self-attention sub-
layer and separable convolution sub-layer. Each encoder layer has two sub-layers. The
first sub-layer, called temporal self-attention, uses a multi-head self-attention mechanism
similar to spatial self-attention sub-layer in Spatial Transformer with the difference that
correlations along the temporal dimension are computed independently for each node. As
shown in Fig. 2(b), the temporal self-attention for node i represented as:

MultiHeadi = Wu · concat([headi0 , · · · , headih ]) (11)

where, headi = softmax(
Qi ·KT

i√
dk

)Vi (12)

Where Qi,Ki and V i are query, key and value matrix learned from the embeddings of input
node i.
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Instead of fully connected network used in vanilla Transformer, the second sub-layer is
the separable convolution (Chollet (2016)) in order to achieve higher accuracy.
Decoder To inject the relative position information of previous output trajectories to
decoder, we add the positional encodings to output embeddings:

PE(pos,2i) = sin(pos/100002i/dmodel) (13)

PE(pos,2i) = cos(pos/100002i/dmodel) (14)

where pos is the position, i is the dimension and dmodel the total dimensions of the output
embeddings.

Compared with temporal self-attention in encoder, decoder employs a masked temporal
self-attention sub-layer to ensure that the predictions for time t can only depend on the
known outputs at times less than t. Besides masked temporal self-attention and separable
convolution, a third sub-layer is inserted into decoder layer which performs multi-head
attention over the output of the temporal Transformer encoder.

3.4. Implementation Details

The scheme is implemented using PyTorch. The dimensions of embedding features is set to
32. We apply dropout to the output of each sub-layer before the skip connection step and
the output of positional encodings in the decoder stacks. The dropout ratio is Pdrop = 0.1.

An L2-loss is adopted

Loss =
T∑

t=tobs+1

|Y t
pred − Y t

GT |2 (15)

where Y t
pred and Y t

GT are predicted positions and ground truth positions respectively. We
use Adam Kingma and Ba (2014) as the optimizer and impose a learning rate variation
strategy as follows:

learning rate = d−0.5
dmodel ·min(step num−0.5, step num · warmu steps−1.5) (16)

where warmup step is set to 5000. Random rotation is implemented for data augmentation
in the training.

4. Experiments

4.1. Dataset and Evaluation Metrics

Our model is evaluated on ApolloScape Trajectory dataset (Ma et al. (2019)) which is
collected by Apollo autonomous vehicles. The ApolloScape Trajectory dataset contains
images, point clouds, and manually annotated trajectories. It is gathered under various
lighting conditions and traffic densities in Beijing, China. More specifically, it comprises
vastly complex traffic flows mixed with vehicles, riders, and pedestrians. The dataset in-
cludes 53 minute training sequences and 50 minute S2TNet sequences captured at 2 frames
per second. We need to predict six future frames based on six history frames. Due to the
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testset of ApolloScape Trajectory dataset is not public, we obtain the results of our model
and other baselines by uploading to the ApolloScape Trajectory Leaderboard 1.

Two metrics are used to evaluate model performance: the Average Displacement Error
(ADE) (Pellegrini et al. (2009)) and the Final Displacement Error (FDE). ADE is the
mean Euclidean distance over all predicted positions and ground truth positions during
the prediction time, and FDE is the last item of ADE. Obviously, ADE shows the average
prediction performance, while the FDE reflects just the prediction accuracy at the end
points. Because the trajectories of heterogeneous traffic-agents are diverse in scales, we use
the following weighted sum of ADE (WSADE) and weighted sum of FDE (WSFDE) as
metrics:

WSADE = Dv ·ADEv +Dp ·ADEp +Db ·ADEb (17)

WSFDE = Dv · FDEv +Dp · FDEp +Db · FDEb (18)

where Dv = 0.20, Dp = 0.58, and Db = 0.22 are relevant with reciprocals of the average
velocity of vehicles, pedestrian and cyclist in the dataset.

4.2. Baselines

To evaluate the performance of S2TNet, we compare S2TNet with a wide range of baselines,
including:

• Constant Velocity (CV): We use the average velocity of history trajectories as the
constant velocity during the future to predict trajectories.

• TrafficPredict : A LSTM-based method using a hierarchical architecture by (Ma et al.
(2019)).

• StarNet : (Zhu et al. (2019)) builds a star topology to consider the collective influence
among all pedestrians.

• Social LSTM (S-LSTM): (Alahi et al. (2016)) uses LSTM to extract single pedestrian
feature and devises a social pooling mechanism to capture neighbor information.

• Social GAN (S-GAN): (Gupta et al. (2018)) predicts socially plausible futures by a
conditional GAN.

• Transformer : (Giuliari et al. (2021)) uses vanilla temporal Transformer to model
pedestrian separately without any complex human-human interactions nor scene in-
teraction terms.

• STAR: (Yu et al. (2020)) interleaves spatial and temporal Transformer to capture the
social intersection between pedestrians.

• TPNet : (Fang et al. (2020)) first generates a candidate set of future trajectories, then
gets the final predictions by classifying and refining the candidates.

• GRIP++: (Li et al. (2019)) is the SOTA trajectory predictor which uses a enhanced
graph to represent the interactions of close objects, and applies ST-GCNS to extract
spatio-temporal features.

1. http://apolloscape.auto/leader board.htmll
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4.3. Quantitative Results and Analyses

We compare S2TNet with the state-of-the-art approaches as mentioned in Section 4.2. All
methods are compared by the results released on ApolloScape Trajectory Leaderboard. The
main results are presented in Table 1.

From Table 1 we observe that the performance of S2TNet is superior to the baseline
methods of all traffic-agent types by a large margin. More specifically, our method reduces
the ADE of vehicles, pedestrians, and cyclists over GRIP++ by 11.28%, 4.31% and 10.24%
respectively. Meanwhile, our method reduces the FDE of vehicles, pedestrians, and cyclists
over GRIP++ by 12.21%, 4.98% and 5.87% sequentially. It is notice worthy that the de-
gree of improvement in vehicles and cyclists is better than pedestrians. We believe it is
because that the motion pattern of pedestrians are more flexible than vehicles and bikes
with non-holonomic constraint. Another remarkable finding is that simple model CV which
just makes use of average velocity of history trajectories outperforms many deep learning
methods including the SOTA model, STAR. This suggests that homogeneous methods may
not handle dense urban scenes efficiently. On the contrary, our approach performs bet-
ter in heterogeneous and dense urban environments. We will further demonstrate this in
Section 4.4 with visualized results.

Table 1: Comparison with baselines models on ApolloScape Trajectory dataset.
Method WSADE ADEv ADEp ADEb WSFDE FDEv FDEp FDEb

TrafficPredict 8.5881 7.9467 7.1811 12.8805 24.2262 12.7757 11.121 22.7912
S-LSTM 1.8922 2.9456 1.2856 2.5337 3.4024 5.2802 2.3240 4.5384
S-GAN 1.5829 3.0430 0.9836 1.8354 2.7796 5.0913 1.7264 3.4547
STAR 1.5400 2.5644 0.9473 2.1714 2.8602 4.6324 1.8029 4.0366

CV 1.4762 2.6454 0.8547 2.0519 2.7601 4.7944 1.6428 3.8564
StraNet 1.3425 2.3860 0.7854 1.8628 2.4984 4.2857 1.5156 3.4645

Transformer 1.2803 2.2322 0.7398 1.8398 2.4024 4.0317 1.4309 3.4826
TPNet 1.2800 2.2100 0.7400 1.8500 2.3400 3.8600 1.4100 3.4000

GRIP++ 1.2588 2.2400 0.7142 1.8024 2.3631 4.0762 1.3732 3.4155

S2TNet 1.1679 1.9874 0.6834 1.7000 2.1798 3.5783 1.3048 3.2151

4.4. Qualitative Results and Analyses

In Fig. 3, we visualize several prediction results of ApolloScape Trajectory dataset. We
separately present the trajectory of single traffic-agent with different type selected from
complex scenes and show the complete prediction results of a scene.

• S2TNet has the ability to forecast long horizon trajectories for different categories of
traffic-agents. After observing 6 frames (3s) of history trajectories, S2TNet could
accurately predict the trajectories over 3 seconds horizon. Moreover, S2TNet does
well in the case of sharp turns for the vehicle, e.g. Fig. 3(a) and (b). With the
increase of prediction length, the prediction results of S2TNet are more realistic and
the cumulative error of S2TNet is better than GRIP++, e.g. Fig. 3(c) and (d).
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• S2TNet is able to model spatio-temporal interaction accurately. In the top right por-
tion of Fig. 3(e) and (f), a vehicle runs in opposite directions to an unknown traffic-
agent. While the predicted trajectories of GRIP++ deviates from ground truth,
S2TNet precisely captures the interactive routes.

• S2TNet successfully identify the stationary traffic-agent. In the lower-left of Fig. 3(e)
and (f), two vehicles decelerate to near standstill. Compared with GRIP++, S2TNet
successfully predicts the corresponding stationary trajectories.

Observation Ground_Truth GRIP++ S2TNet

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3: Visualized Prediction Results in heterogeneous and dense traffic. S2TNet success-
fully captures spatio-temporal information and outperforms the SOTA model,
GRIP++. (a, b, c, d) Comparison the future trajectories of different types of
traffic-agents between two methods. (e, f) The prediction results of GRIP++
and S2TNet in a complete traffic scene.

4.5. Ablation Studies

In this section, we conduct extensive ablation studies and focus on the effect of the proposed
components. The results are presented in Table 2.

• The spatio-temporal Transformer could sufficiently extract information both in spatial
and temporal dimensions. In (1), (2) and (3), we remove one or two sub-layers in
spatio-temporal Transformer. Compared (1) to (2), the model contains TCN sub-
layer outperforms solely temporal Transformer. On the contrast to outperforming in
our validation set, (3) which contains the spatial self-attention sub-layer and temporal
Transformer is worse than (1) in final test set. We hold that merely stacking attention
on the spatial dimension without merging temporal information results in overfitting.

• The temporal Transformer encoder enhance capturing temporal dependencies. In (4),
we remove the temporal Transformer encoder and gain a lower performance compared
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with (8). This indicates that temporal self-attention mechanism could effectively
improve the ability to extract temporal information.

• The separable convolution outperforms full connected feed-forward network in tem-
poral Transformer. In (5), we replace separable convolution sub-layer in temporal
Transformer with full connected feed-forward network and the performance slightly
descends.

• More features, higher accuracy. Instead of feeding all features into S2TNet, we input
only history trajectories in (6). We find that rich information helps the network to
understand the heterogeneity of traffic-agents.

• The spatial self attention of the whole scene is better than that of the given spatial
limits We use a masked attention mechanism in (7) to ignore the influence out of the
given spatial limits (15m) as (Li et al. (2019)) does. We find that the traffic-agents in
the whole scene have a great influence on the accuracy of trajectory prediction.

Table 2: Ablation study. SS denotes spatial self-attention sub-layer in spatio-temporal
Transformer. TE denotes temporal Transformer encoder layer. SC denotes sepa-
rable convolution. FC denotes full connected layer. TD denotes temporal Trans-
former decoder layer. HF denotes history features. A denotes history features
including global coordinates, category, length, width and heading. C denotes only
global coordinates. LM denotes spatial limits used in spatial self-attention sub-
layer. W denotes the spatial self-attention without spatial limits. N denotes the
spatial self-attention of neighbors (15m).

Components Performance
SS TCN TE TD HF LM (WSADE/WSFDE)

(1) × × SC SC A W 1.2300/2.2949
(2) × X SC SC A W 1.2189/2.2570
(3) X × SC SC A W 1.2500/2.3561
(4) X X × SC A W 1.2674/2.4086
(5) X X FC FC A W 1.1945/2.2613
(6) X X SC SC C W 1.2170/2.3036
(7) X X SC SC A N 1.2686/2.3548
(8) X X SC SC A W 1.1679/2.1798

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose S2TNet, a Transformer-based framework to predict the trajec-
tories of heterogeneous traffic-agents around autonomous driving cars. Spatio-temporal
Transformer is designed to capture spatio-temporal interactions between all traffic-agents,
not limited to spatial neighbor. The temporal Transformer is utilized to enhance modeling
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temporal dependencies and output future trajectories auto-regressively. The experimental
results from ApolloScape Trajectory dataset show that the proposed method achieves the
state-of-the-art performance and substantially improves the accuracy of the predicted tra-
jectories. In the future work, we intend to integrate additional map information on S2TNet
framework and implement real time prediction on autonomous driving platform by S2TNet.
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Appendix A. Temporal Transformer encoder and decoder

The detailed temporal Transformer architecture used in S2TNet is visualized in Fig. 4.
Input embeddings is passed to the temporal Transformer encoder to enhance capturing
the temporal features of observed traffic-agents. Then, the temporal Transformer decoder
receives the previously output embeddings and produced the refined output embeddings
through masked temporal self-attention, decoder-encoder attention and separable convolu-
tion layers.
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Figure 4: Temporal Transformer encoder and decoder
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